Remember:  Printable versions to share found at http://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

Check Our Recent Interview with Regina Griggs of PFOX http://afaofpa.org/listen

News From Around PA
As students returned to school at Connellsville Junior High in Fayette County, they were greeted by a strange sight in their front yard -- the Ten Commandments monument which has stood there since 1957 was covered. According to the school, they have received a threatening letter from Americans United for Separation of Church and State claiming it is unconstitutional and the school has said the monument will be removed within a few weeks.

In Hershey a baby was born in an ambulance just outside the Hershey Medical Center in June 2010. The mother and child were admitted for post-partum care. Despite the apparent health of the child the hospital insisted on an unusually rigorous schedule of medical treatment, which included keeping the newborn for up to 72 hours. The hospital ignored the parents request to know what medications were being administered to their daughter. The parents continued to question whether certain treatments were necessary and the hospital called social services. Without a court order the baby was taken into custody by the state for a short while. The Home School Legal Defense Association has filed a federal lawsuit on behalf of the parents arguing Hershey Medical Center, the social services investigator, and the police officers violated the 14th and Fourth Amendment rights of parents who were monitoring the medical care their daughter received.

Methacton School District celebrated the designation of Woodland Elementary School as “No Place for Hate” on Sept. 4. Sounds good, except through this program the Anti Defamation League is pushing the full acceptance of homosexuality.

New from National Scene
Elton John said in an NBC interview several weeks ago "It's going to be heartbreaking for him (his son) to grow up and realize he hasn't got a mummy." John said that he and his partner would like to have another child so Zachary doesn't have to go through it alone.

Same-sex domestic partners would become eligible for several types of benefits for family members of federal employees under rules set for publication recently.

Target is promoting their wedding registry with a focus on homosexual “marriage”.

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation.

We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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